
1The Antiphysial ReviewFounded and Edited by M. Apostol 167 (2010)ISSN 1453-4436Of lasers, plasmas and atomi nulei as seen from Magurele-Buharest, April 2010Some friendly omments on a Researh ProjetM. ApostolDepartment of Theoretial Physis,Institute of Atomi Physis, Magurele-Buharest MG-6,POBox MG-35, Romaniaemail: apoma�theory.nipne.roMost of the ase studies inluded in this Researh Projet belong to author A and ollaborators.We present here some ritial omments on these ontributions, as well as on others'.1. A Th-beam is aelerated by a high-intensity laser and direted upon a Th target. It is supposedthat Th nulei �ssion, light or heavy fragment fuse bak, substantial neutrons are released whihmay help produing neutron-rih nulei. None of these assumptions are supported by sienti�,experimental or theoretial evidene. The strong point of motivation would be the origin of heavyelements, allegedly unknown yet, whih depend ritially of their neutron ontent. Nevertheless,there is no mistery: too many neutrons make the nulei highly unstable, while heavy nulei witha moderate neutron ontent are metastable. Even if the experiment sueeds, there will be noother strange nulei, exept those ommonly known. This researh yields nothing.2. A high-intensity laser pulse is sent on a thin foil. The laser pulse disrupts the sample, andtakes away energeti ions and eletrons. The light pressure on the ions is su�ient to overome theohesion energy of the sample (a few eV s per atom) along the rim of the foused pulse. Aordingto the proposers, no numerial simulation or modelling explains the phenomenon, and only anexperimental investigation would larify the matter. As we see, the matter is nothing misterious,it is already both lear and lari�ed. It is only the inonsistenies of faulty numerial simulationsand modelling whih obsure the physis and make it appear misterious. But these do not warranta researh projet.3. Classial, well-known, stopping power formulae are ompared for ionization and radiationproesses (Bethe, Bloh, et). It is laimed that "new laws" would work for the stopping powerin rare�ed plasmas. This is inorret. The basi reasoning leading to the well-known lassialformulae holds in the new ondition of a rare�ed plasma, leading of ourse to di�erent formulae,but no "new law". It is not lear whether the authors know the derivation of these lassialformulae (admitedly notoriously di�ult and ontroversial for many indeed), nor whether theypropose a researh for learning themselves this derivation. In addition, the new formulae bringnothing interesting. The motivation of this researh is untenable.4. A high-intensity laser pulse strikes a thin foil and pushes forward a "mirror" of eletrons, witha high re�etivity, on whih a seond laser strikes and would produe intense, hard gamma rays,presumably oherent. This is a very interesting idea, highly imaginative. The only problem, whihin fat is a hard fat, is that those "mirror" eletrons do not hold together, nor even the ejetedsample fragment (ions inluded), whih anyway is too thin for a useful yield of gammas. Thisresearh is pure fantasy, of an exquisite beauty. In addition, the re�etivity of an eletroni sheetdiminishes drastially, and depend osillatory on the inidene angle.



2 The Antiphysial Review5. A high-intensity laser beam may reate a standing eletri �eld of high intensity: a 10
15V/mat most. There are some inde�nite suggestions that eletron-positron pairs ould be reated fromvauum in muh stronger �elds ∼ 10

18V/m (Shwinger), or very high intensities ∼ 10
29w/cm2(Sauter), none attainable yet. The authors believe that a superimposed hard gamma rays beammay atalyze the pair prodution. This would be true probably only for gamma-gamma sattering,whose ross-setion is enormously small in this energy range. Moreover, apart from unattainableritial parameters as those above, even if the senario goes, the yield is about one pair per day.This researh is at the very limit of reality, it is pure fantasy. Two more ontributions (by di�erentauthors) disuss further the same point: with wrong equations, employed in an improper ontext,and onlusions hidden in an unontrollable numerial ode. The presumed vauum birefringeneestimated by the authors themselves is of the order of 10

−4: even so, it ertainly does not matterat all.6. Classial Compton e�et is suggested to be studied in the new ontext of high-intensity �elds.Apart from the red-shift, a blue shift (inverse Compton sattering) and a hange in the eletronmass are envisaged. These e�ets, if real, are extremely sensitive to the experiment parameters,and in any ase very low to deserve any serious attention. This researh brings nothing new,exept possibly for some wrong physis.7. Conversion eletrons may be used to measure the lifetime of the nulear levels, as in atomiphysis. Above the emission threshold these lifetimes are very short, below that threshold thelifetimes are longer. This is presented as something new. It is not new at all. It is old, trivialand obvious. Ultrashort gamma pulses may take pitures of the deaying proess, or photonulearreations. This has already been done for hemial reations, orders of magnitudes longer. Thepitures are some blak spots on a white bakground, or white spots on a blak bakground. Thiszebra tells nothing.8. Laser beams are sattered o� aelerated eletrons to get high-intensity gamma rays, whihin turn an be used to investigate nulear reations. Gamma rays are of high resolution, sharpnulear states will be identi�ed. They are irrelevant, as being pratially inaessible.9. Gamma rays to be used for studying the �utuations of highly exited nulear states. Theauthors look for support of haotial or random matrix theory preditions. Nuleons behavestatistially, not as haotial lassial or quantum (via random matries) dynamial systems.Consequently, �utuations have noting to ompare with the preditions of dynamial systems. Thisresearh has no objet. Quite harateristially the authors want to "predit the strong omponentof the many very weak, unobservable transitions..." (p. 56). To predit the unobservable ouldindeed be a big feast!10. Inelasti eletron sattering: "Here the transfer of larger spins ompared with the gammabeams is possible" (p. 59). Eletron spin is 1/2, gamma "spin" is 1. The authors write up withoutany understanding of what they are writing up.11. Parity violation mix nulear states and produe MeV s doublets. The authors want to probethem by gamma rays. The required auray however is not yet attainable. This is anotherresearh at the border of the impossible and non-existene.There follow a few proposals mainly by author B and ollaborators.12. Monoenergeti and brilliant gamma rays used for exiting pygmy eletri dipole resonane indeformed nulei. The motivation is to test some "modern alulations" (p. 62). However, in these"modern alulations" there is nothing interesting. Leaving aside the high density of states, whihimpedes seriously upon the measurements. This proposal has one page of text and one page ofReferenes. The authors resort to others, as one an see.



The Antiphysial Review 313. The emission of partiles is notoriously di�ult. There exists a surprising lassial resultfor atoms (Kramers). The authors want to study suh emission proesses (photo-response) fornuleons. The motivation is a "tremenduous inrease of insight into nulear struture in theontinuum..." (p. 64). Nor the "tremendous", neither the "insight" an be seen. The proposal isbombasti and hazardous.14. Brilliant gamma rays will inrease the sensitivity of the nulear resonane �uoresene. Thistest method will get improved e�ieny, for deteting rare, trae isotopes or isomers. Right, butthis is a tehnique, not a researh.15. Multiple nulear exitons (again author A): A gamma or X-ray laser is suggested, by pumpinggamma nulear resonant states (100keV , Fe), whih, in the oneption of these authors appearas deloalized exitons extending over many nulei: the deloalization may help pumping. Whihis wrong. What we gain in deloalization over many we lose in deloalization from eah. Thelasing mehanism is entirely di�erent. The authors speak either of exitons, or polaritons, ratherindistintly, and Referenes 2,4,8,10-13 are not ited in the text. In addition, this idea was aroundfor some time, the only original ontribution of the authors being the useless novelty of exitons.16. Neutron apture ross-setions to be measured by inverse gamma-neutron reations (authorB), beause the heavy elements are too many in omparison with some theoretial preditions,though not so many aording to some other theoretial preditions. And the ross-setions wouldserve in some theoretial preditions, whih, very likely, will oppose other theoretial preditions,et, et. There is nothing lear in these studies. It is reommendable that the authors suggest newexperiments only after they would have an aeptable and minimal "theoretial" understandingof the matters they speak of.17. Entirely same reasoning as above is transferred over from neutrons to protons (author B).Same as above applies.18. An amusing proposal omes from some Japanese friends (p. 73): they want to detet "landes-tine" materials by improved nulear resonae �uoresene, with intense gamma rays. The authors"stress the politial importane of the projet" as it will help deteting nulear waste isotopes.Only that the intense gamma rays faility must be arried along to the strategi material. Orvieversa.19. Sharp (and intense) gamma or X- rays ould be used in rystalography (author A againand �nally): yes, I agree. But where is the siene? Similarly for thermal neutrons, produedby gamma-neutron reations. A bit more moderately for positrons produed by gamma-pairsreation.My onlusion is that the present Researh Projet is an Anti-Sienti� Case of ill, verge-uttingPhysis, of a highly speulative nature, whih, unfortunately, warrants no onsideration.© The Antiphysial Review 2010, apoma�theor1.theory.nipne.ro


